Calvin Coolidge Says:

NORTHAMPTON, Mass., April 28.—Those who are supporting the movement have designated this week as a time for especial consideration of the problem of better homes. It is part of the general effort which we constantly are making for social improvement. On its practical side, the architect, the builder and the many modern inventions all have been enlisted to make the home more convenient, more sanitary and more beautiful. Science and art are joined with economics to teach people better how to live.

Our material surroundings have a marked effect upon our physical, mental and moral life. Proper nourishment, ventilation and even decorations have been found from actual experiment to be of much importance. Environment has an especially large influence upon the development of children.

The home is the foundation of society. Unless it teaches order and truth, justice and forbearance, patriotism and humanity, these virtues are not likely to be acquired from any other source. When everything has been done for the house, only the people who live in it can make it a better home. The in-dwelling spirit cannot be ignored in this movement. All that luxury can provide will fail without the co-operation of personal faith and devotion.
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NORTHAMPTON, Mass., April 28.—Again the United States is entertaining royalty. The reigning King and Queen of Siam are making a tour of inspection and study. They are being welcomed with interest and hospitality not only because of their rank and pleasing personalities, but because they represent our oldest treaty friends in the Far East.

On the map Siam looks small beside India and China, but it is larger than Spain. About eleven millions of peaceful agricultural people dwell there, under one of the last absolute monarchs in the world, and call themselves The Free. Our annual trade with them averages about three million dollars, but they buy of us many times what we buy of them. The government is so reliable and justice is so well administered that consular courts have been discontinued. The benevolence of the reigning house makes it unnecessary to resort to force or agitation to secure reforms. When any revolution is desirable the King voluntarily provides it. He is now studying our franchise system with a view to introducing the ballot at home. An absolute monarch devoting his power to the liberal advancement of his people is a very appealing figure in the world.
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